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Background: 

This report has been prepared, having taken into account Government guidance 

detailed within the document entitled ‘Managing Public Parks during Covid-19’ and 

Covid-19: Guidance for Managing Playgrounds and Outdoor Gyms. 

As a service provider, New Romney Town Council has a legal responsibility to put in 

place any required processes to mitigate risk to the health and safety of its service users. 

Essentially, in the case of Covid-19, before the Council can consider whether to re-open 

Fairfield Road Recreation Ground in order to, once again, provide outdoor public play 

and leisure equipment, it must consider the risks that users of these facilities will face 

and take all steps reasonably practicable to mitigate those risks, recognising that the risk 

of contracting Covid-19 cannot be entirely eliminated. With this in mind, the first step in 

preparing a pathway for re-opening Fairfield Road Recreation Ground is to undertake a 

risk assessment to identify sensible measures with which to reduce and control the level 

of risk from Covid-19. 

Guidance is clear that in the current pandemic, every reasonable effort must be made to 

enable users of the outdoor play and recreational facilities to comply with hygiene and 

social distancing measures. If it is not possible to apply social distancing guidelines in 

respect of use of any particular piece of equipment, then New Romney Town Council 

must consider closing off such equipment. In order to mitigate the risk of transmission of 

Covid-19, mitigating measures should include measures such as: 

Regular equipment surface cleansing 

Limiting the number of users on certain items of equipment 

Closing off equipment where social distancing cannot reasonably be applied 

Reinforcing hand hygiene and social distancing guidance through use of 

information posters 

Securing entry and exit points, such as gates, in an ‘open’ position to reduce risk 

of transmission from high frequency surface contact 

Guidance is also clear that, if it is not possible to put in place relevant and reasonable 

hygiene and social distancing measures to mitigate risk from Covid-19 to users of 

Fairfield Recreation Ground, then serious consideration must be given as to whether this 

area should be re-opened to the public. 



As an employer, the Council must also give regard to the health and safety of those 

employees and / or contractors who are required to work at Fairfield Recreation 

Ground, for instance, to repair equipment, pick litter or empty bins, undertake general 

grounds maintenance. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Fairfield Road Recreation Ground - Covid-19 Risk:     

Transmission of Covid-19 amongst users of Fairfield Road Recreation Ground, 

including Town Council Staff and Contractors as well as Members of Public       

Impact: 

Serious risk to health of users of Fairfield Recreation Ground, including members 

of public – children and adults - and  Town Council staff and contractors 

Mitigation of Risk: 

Social Distancing Measures: 

Roundabout to be restricted to use by one child or family group at any one time 

Romney Express Train to be restricted to use by one child or family group at any 

one time 

Toddlers climb and slide unit to be limited to use by one child or family group at 

any one time 

Toddlers activity house to be limited to use by one child or family group at any 

one time 

Swing units to be limited to use by 2 children or one family group at any one 

time 

Climbing Unit to be limited to use by 2 children or one family group at any one 

time 

Basket swing to be limited to use by one child/user or one family group at any 

one time 

Personal Gym Unit to be limited to one user at any one time 

Football pitch / Muga area to be limited to use for socially distanced team 

games by 6 persons or one family group at any one time 

Covered wooden shelters to be limited to use by one child or one family group 

at any one time 

Skate park to be limited to use by a maximum of 6 persons at any one time 

Social distancing information posters/banners to be displayed around the site 

 



 

Hygiene Measures: 

Pedestrian entry and exit gates to be secured in an ‘open’ position to reduce the 

risk of transmission of Covid-19 through high frequency surface contact 

Regular cleansing (by spraying) of play equipment 

Hand hygiene information posters to be displayed around the site 

Consumption of food / drink to be prohibited within the site 

Bins to be emptied more frequently, if necessary 

If feasible, consider outdoor hand sanitising stations to be installed at 

pedestrian entry points and regularly re-filled 

 

Further Provisions Necessary to Implement Mitigating Actions: 

Staff and contractors to be reminded to observe social distancing guidance at all 

times when working on-site at Fairfield Recreation Ground 

Staff and contractors to be reminded to wash hands regularly with soap and 

water for at least 20 seconds during the course of a day or, when not possible, to 

sanitise hands regularly using hand sanitiser gel with at least 70% alcohol content 

Town Council to provide staff with hand sanitiser gel 

General: 

Prior to the re-opening of Fairfield Road Recreation Ground, which has been 

closed for some weeks now, it will be necessary to undertake an initial cleanse of 

play and leisure equipment,  to be undertaken by a suitably qualified contractor, 

to install all hygiene and social distancing signage and, if appropriate, to close off 

any identified equipment 

 

NB: Government guidance further confirms that in case of an accident or emergency at 

Fairfield Road Recreation Ground, Town Council employees and / or users of this 

outdoor play facility do not need to maintain social distancing if it would be unsafe to do 

so; anyone involved in the provision of assistance to others in such instance should pay 

particular attention to hygiene measures immediately afterwards, including hand-

washing.  

Signed: 

C. Newcombe  Town Clerk   25/06/20 (Reviewed 03/07/20) 

P D Thomas  Chairman of the Council 25/06/20 



Risk assessment to be reviewed prior to re-opening Fairfield Road Recreation Ground 

and quarterly thereafter or as a result of changes to guidance or any occurrence that 

results in a Town Council response being required. 

Quarterly review due: 25th September 2020 

Town Clerk - 25th June 2020 


